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ake a look at this photo.
What do you see? A spider?
A grasshopper? Something
else? This animal was found
on my last visit to Ecuador with a
group of students. For them
everything was new, and for me this
was the first time I had seen this
animal. The natural world continues
to amaze, and new discoveries/
mysteries continue to fuel my passion
for conservation. Without protection
there would be nothing new to
discover. As I mentioned in the last
newsletter, technology continues to
assist by unravelling new mysteries to
bird migration and by connecting the
forests of Ecuador to Ohio and
beyond (via the Motus Wildlife
Photo by Tim Krynak
Tracking System). With spring on our
doorstep, today I saw my first Tree
Swallow of the year. While not a neotropical migrant, it reminds me that soon
others will be following on their wingtips. Barn Swallows, followed by
Warblers, and then the Thrushes will not be far behind. I am looking forward
to seeing migrants with nano tags passing through Cleveland on my computer
screen giving away some of their secrets as they pass.
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While the world has changed rapidly this last
year, little has changed for birds. A noisy friend
like this Toucan Barbet continues, oblivious to
the virus, gazing into the clouds, reminding
everyone that this is his home. This past year has
been a challenge; however, support of the Las
Gralarias Foundation and Reserva Las Gralarias
has not waivered. Even during COVID times
RLG has continued to grow, pastures have been
restored, and there continue to be signs
reminding us that our efforts are paying off, a
sentiment to all. For myself, with limited travel
this past year, I am looking forward to my next
visit to Ecuador. For now, I wait, and I am
reminded of the “Polar Bear Effect.” I may not
ever see a Polar Bear, but knowing they are still
with us is reassuring. Knowing the cloud forests
of RLG remain, with Spectacled Bears, will hold
me over until I can return.

Toucan Barbet
Photo by Tim Krynak

Thank you for your continued support both globally and locally, providing “Bears” throughout the world a
place to call home.
Tim

Newsletter Notes
By Roy Averill-Murray, Newsletter Editor

W

ell, here we are. When I wrote the Newsletter Note this time last year, we had just settled into
new routines as we dealt with the global COVID-19 pandemic. Even then we were cautiously
optimistic that the world would soon re-open. And yet, Laurie and I have now been teleworking
for about 14 months. I think our pets are happy with the situation, but I could use a change in
scenery! I certainly hope by the time I write next year’s Newsletter Note that Laurie and I will have visited our
family across the U.S. and will have been able to take another trip to Ecuador. In the meantime, I hope you
value escaping to Reserva Las Gralarias virtually (at least it’s not another Zoom meeting!) via this edition of
The Hum … . It’s amazing to think about the diversity of orchids that Jane describes at RLG in what was a
cow pasture less than 20 years ago (see Jane’s article about “How to regenerate a cloud forest” in the previous
issue of The Hum … <link>). You can learn a few tidbits about RLG’s jays plus catch up on the slow life
cycle of the monkey pot tree.
I also enjoyed hearing from past visitors to RLG, Andy and Janine Pearce, for our Be Our Guest column. They
were among the people who responded to our request for photographs in the January Chirp (see the ¡Muchas
Gracias! page). We would still like to add to our photo library and always welcome hearing about our readers’
experiences at RLG, so do you have any memorable photos from a visit to RLG? If you have some favorites—
even better with a note about your trip—that you would like to share, please submit up to three photos to me
by the end of June at royaverillmurray@gmail.com. Preferred file formats are JPEG, TIFF, or PNG at a
resolution of 300 dpi. For each photo, include the following information:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Photographer's Name:
Date of Photo:
Subject:
I agree to allow the Las Gralarias Foundation to use this photo in LGF websites and publications: YES
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Wisps from the Cloud Forest
By Jane A. Lyons, Vice President

I

My Pandemic Project:
A Guide to the Orchids of Reserva Las Gralarias, Part I

realized in March 2020 when we were put under Covid-19 lockdown that it was going to be a long year.
Of course, I did not realize how long, how bad, how sad it would eventually become, and that after 13
full months the Covid pandemic would still be with us. I had a list of indoor and outdoor cleaning and
maintenance projects that I was ready to work on, but I also knew I would need something for my brain
to do during the long pandemic nightmare.
I had always been interested in the amazing orchids at Reserva Las Gralarias and had taken many photos of
them over the years, but I never really knew anything about them. I had known that, starting from scratch, I
would need a long time to learn anything about botany as I really had little formal training in the subject. So, I
just filed the photos and assumed when I was old and unable to guide tours and chase birds, then I would learn
about orchids.

Tiny orchids in the genus Stelis are very common at RLG.
Photo by Jane A. Lyons

So, the pandemic seemed the perfect time to learn about orchids since tourism was basically destroyed by
Covid. However, I was wrong about chasing birds and sitting around studying orchids. Birds are easy to see
with binoculars while sitting in a chair. Plants, on the other hand, do not come to you. You do in fact have to
go find them, which is much harder than watching birds from a distance. So, the RLG orchid project ended up
being not only good for my brain but also good exercise for my body.
3
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Why orchids? Orchids are special for many
reasons but are famous mostly because they are
beautiful. I was, and still am, astonished to find
orchids growing by the hundreds in the wild and
along the roads in Ecuador.
This country, about the size of the US state of
Nevada, is home to some 4,500 species of orchids
with new species being found regularly. In fact,
one-third of all endemic plants in Ecuador are
orchids. The majority of endemic orchids occur
between 1,500–3,000 m elevation, especially in
the montane cloud forest habitat, i.e., exactly
where RLG is located. Of these endemic orchids
in Ecuador, 85% are considered threatened, with
13% either endangered or critically endangered
(iNaturalist website, 18 March 2021).
The orchid industry—growing, selling,
photographing, studying, etc.—in Ecuador is huge.
With the artificial cultivation of orchids for some
Sobralia ecuadorana in bloom along our entry road.
150 years, growers world-wide have produced
Photos by Milton Delgado
more than 100,000 cultivars and hybrids.
(Wikipedia, “Orchidaceae”, 14 March 2021). But
the taxonomy is rather a mess, and new species and taxonomic changes are not uncommon. This makes it quite
difficult to put a “confirmed” name to many orchids.
What is an orchid and what makes it so special?
Orchids are ancient. Based on a fossilized stingless bee
that was carrying pollen from an orchid on its wings and
became trapped in amber, it is known that the first
orchids were extant between 15–20 million years ago.
The family Orchidaceae is one of the two largest families
of flowering plants, with over 28,000 species worldwide,
and making up 10% of the world’s plant species
(Wikipedia, “Orchidaceae”, 14 March 2021). In general,
orchids are perennial herbs lacking any permanent
woody structure and also have specific structural
components not found in other flowering plants.
Probably the most famous orchid group is the genus
Vanilla.

Epidendrum cochlidium, found mostly at our upper Santa
Rosa sites.
Photo by Milton Delgado

Why are orchids important? Orchids are much more
than just pretty flowers. They support huge numbers of
important pollinators which in turn may serve for
pollination of other plant species as well as food for birds
and other insectivores. We have found orchid
pseudobulbs eaten and chewed on, so we know that some
toothed critter(s) must use them for food, water, or
nutrients. We have seen slugs, large and small, eating the
flowers and the leaves, and we’ve seen larvae of
butterflies and moths feeding on the leaves. Some
pollinators that we have found in our orchid flowers are
bees and flies of all sizes, tiny weevils, and other
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unidentified insects. Interestingly, even though we have hundreds of hummingbirds in our gardens and along
our trails, none has ever been seen pollinating an orchid nor even close to an orchid. Quite likely the complex
structure of an orchid flower may invite only specific pollinators. So, beyond their beauty, native wild orchids
and their pollinators are a very important part of the food chain.

This tiny Porroglossum
amethystinum orchid, found
along our Parrot Hill Loop trail,
is known to attract small flylike insects. Once the insect
lands on the orchid flower, the
hinged ‘lip’ is then snapped shut
by the flower, trapping the
insect inside the flower for
some 30 minutes to ensure it
collects the pollen inside. The
lip then opens to release the
insect, but it also closes at
night and reopens at dawn to
prevent nocturnal nonpollinators from being trapped.
Photo by Milton Delgado

In addition, each stage of an orchid’s life is dependent on specific
fungi. Fungi provide all nutrients for orchids in their early stages
of development, making orchids a primary user of the carbon
found in fungi (and originally from the air we pollute). This also
explains why orchids grow best in a substrate that at least
includes moss, which is a plant with no roots that collects water
and hence attracts fungi. Thus, orchids have symbiotic
relationships with both pollinators and fungi which make them an
important indicator of air quality and overall environmental
health.
In this moss-laden tree trunk you can see the leaves of three
different species of small orchids just beginning to bloom. The
pollinators of these orchid flowers may provide good food for our
famous frog, Pristimantis mutabilis, the Shape-shifting Rain
Frog, which also inhabits this same ancient mossy tree and is
known to be active during the day.

Photo by Jane A. Lyons
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How do we study our orchids? Our “method” is that we do not actively collect any orchid. We photograph
the orchid in situ and may bring a flower or a plant found fallen on the trail to our patios and lab where we can
study and photograph details of what we find. We photo-document the site, the full plant, and the leaves as
well as the flowers and also photo/video all pollinators we may see since most of them are unknown. As they
develop, orchids may change shape and color over the course of their development, sometimes even daily, so
we try to document all stages of their development.
For example, the flowers of
the amazing genus Stelis
start out as specks-on-astick among what look like
weeds. Note the speckled
sticks inside the red circle
in the photo on the left. The
specks very slowly grow
into what appear to be
simple juicy fruits (below).

Photos by Jane A. Lyons
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Then, as the Stelis buds slowly begin to open, they show the full flowers and take on the appearance of exotic
jewels (photos below and on next two pages by Jane A. Lyons).
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Identifying orchids
Orchids are often very challenging to identify since their specific flower structure, which holds the
identification key, can be hidden deep inside the flower. Identifying to genus is not so complicated, but
identifying to species can become a matter of serious investigation and research into microscopic flower parts.
Fortunately, there is much good reference material, but the complex and ever-changing taxonomy plus the
thousands of hybrids can make the ID process excruciatingly slow.
Orchids are either terrestrial or epiphytic, or both in some cases. They have impressive root systems, below
ground, above ground, among vegetation, and growing in most any kind of substrate. Identifying the root
system can help in identifying the genus.
This epiphytic Cyrtochilum
serratum orchid (right) is
growing high in a tree, with its
aerial roots intertwined in the
moss and a small branch. This
orchid grows very large, and its
weight will eventually break this
branch. However, by that time
its aggressive roots may have
found a stronger branch to
support the plant.

Photo by Jane A. Lyons

The upright green leaves of
the plant of this orchid can
be seen at the far right,
while its root system
meanders along all the
branches it can find,
allowing the plant to grow
long stems which support
multiple flowers. This
Cyrtochilum serratum
orchid is along the fence at
our front gate.

Photo by Jane A. Lyons
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Govenia sodiroi is a beautiful and fairly common terrestrial orchid at RLG found especially on our upper Santa
Rosa site. Its roots grow underground.
Sometimes plant size can be a good indicator
of an orchid’s genus. Elleanthus spp. plants
(below) are normally fairly large, while
Masdevallia spp. plants (next page) are
normally quite small.

Photos by Jane A. Lyons
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Tiny orchids much smaller than my thumbnail actually change color in order to signal to a pollinator that their
pollen is ready for collecting. The photo on the right is the same Masdevallia nidifica fully opened, with tiny
rain drops visible.

Some orchids grow in large masses
with many flowers, like this
Oncidium sp.(right) and the two
Epidendrum spp. (next page).

Photos by Jane A. Lyons
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Photos by Milton Delgado

Orchid leaves, although always fairly simple, can help in identifying orchids as can other structures such as
pseudobulbs. But the main key to identifying an orchid is via its flower. The main structural characteristic of
an orchid flower is that it possesses bilateral symmetry, i.e., you can fold the flower vertically down the middle
and each half will look the same. A good example of this bilateral symmetry is seen below on this
Odontoglossum sp. found near our Santa Rosa River Trail.

Photo by Milton Delgado
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The typical orchid flower structure is as below, looking directly at the “face” of the flower. There are three
sepals (S) arranged in a triangle and three petals (P and L) arranged in a different triangle. The lower petal is
normally modified in some way and is called the labellum (i.e., the “lip” of the orchid flower’s “face”) and
which normally serves as a landing pad and front door for invited pollinators. The sepals are on the outside
ring, while the petals are on the inner ring of the orchid flower’s face. Often these flower parts may be fused or
modified in some way.

This Odontoglossum sp. shows very well the basic orchid flower
structure.
Photo by Jane A. Lyons

From Wikipedia “Örchidaceae”

On this beautiful and endemic
Chondrorhyncha embreei you
can easily see the red-dotted
’landing platform’ on the lip
that will lead the arriving
pollinator to the flower’s
pollen.
Photo by Jane A. Lyons
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The sepals and petals and
lip of the flowers are easy
to find on this Cyrtochilum
geniculatum.
Photo by Jane A. Lyons

In this Dracula felix orchid
you can easily see the
modified three large sepals
and the smaller inner petals
and small lip. There is a
small fly on the lip looking
for nectar.
Photo by Ray So

Note that our orchid project has been totally a team effort. Thanks to all of our orchid team, which includes
volunteer Ray So, plus all of our RLG staff, Milton Delgado, Hilda Delgado, Segundo Imba, and Karina
Obando, all of whom, while conducting their regular work at the reserve as well as walking along the entry
road, have been taking photos and data whenever they see an orchid and sharing all of their information. We
have now about 35 genera of orchids that we have found on the reserve, with 60+ species so far. This is no
doubt only a fraction of what is on the full property considering that there are numerous zones we have never
even visited, much less studied. Fortunately, we will be able to continue this very interesting project over time
and keep all of our brains busy.
References
Dodson, C. 2002. Native Ecuadorian Orchids, Volumes 1– 5. Imprenta Mariscal, Quito, Ecuador, Dodson
Trust, Sarasota, Florida.
WWW.GLOBALORCHIDS.INFO (used regularly).
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Species Profile: Jays of Reserva Las Gralarias
By Laurie Averill-Murray

I

have a particular fondness for jays, one that has grown through the decades. There are two species of
jays—California Scrub and Stellar’s—that frequent my yard where I live in the Great Basin of western
North America. They are loud and boisterous, making funny guttural noises while they wait impatiently
for me to refill “their” feeders. During my time at Reserva Las Gralarias, I have also enjoyed finding and
watching the two species of jay that occur there: Beautiful Jay and Turquoise Jay. While neither of these
species is considered common at the reserve, if you spend enough time hiking the trails, you are bound to see
(or hear) one or the other.
Beautiful Jay and Turquoise Jay are both in the
genus Cyanolyca. This genus consists of nine
species of jay—some widespread, others
localized—that inhabit humid highland forest of
southern Mexico, Central America, and the
Andes in South America. The Beautiful Jay is
endemic to the amazingly diverse Chocó
Bioregion; it ranges along the Pacific slope of the
Andes from central Colombia into northern
Ecuador, reaching its southern limit just south of
Quito. This species is considered globally Near
Threatened and Vulnerable in Ecuador by
BirdLife International. Its range overlaps that of
the more common Turquoise Jay, which is also
largely restricted to the Andes of Ecuador but
whose global range extends further south into
Peru.
As their names imply, both jay species are quite
attractive, sporting blue plumage and black face
Beautiful Jay. Photo by William Fiero
masks. Unlike the Beautiful Jay, which is a
darker blue and gray, the Turquoise Jay is
brightly hued and sports a black collar. Little is
known about the life history of these birds. Many species in the family Corvidae (which includes jays) are
highly social, and some are cooperative or communal breeders, with offspring receiving care from “helper”
birds in addition to that provided by their parents. However, both the Beautiful Jay and the Turquoise Jay
exhibit a low degree of sociality compared to other New World jays. The Turquoise Jay appears to be the
more social of the two species and is often seen foraging in small, raucous groups. The Beautiful Jay, on the
other hand, is often seen singly or in pairs. Available information on nesting habits (albeit limited) suggests
that the Turquoise Jay may use a cooperative breeding strategy, whereas the Beautiful Jay may be a solitary
nester (e.g., Solano and others observed three Turquoise Jay adults adding material to a nest, whereas
Laufenberg and Woodward reported that only two adult Beautiful Jays were seen in attendance at a nest over
a 24-day period that spanned from hatching through fledging). However, additional study is needed to verify
the breeding strategies of both species.
Particularly interesting is a report of Turquoise Jays being parasitized by the Giant Cowbird at Bellavista
Cloud Forest Lodge in northwest Ecuador, a few miles southeast of the town of Mindo (and thus not far from
RLG). The Giant Cowbird is a brood-host specialist: it lays its eggs in the nests of other species—almost
exclusively targeting cacique and oropendola species as hosts—leaving their young to be raised by these other
birds. In 2005, Welford and others observed two Giant Cowbird fledglings at Bellavista Lodge being fed by
Turquoise Jays. This appears to be the only documented record of Giant Cowbirds using Turquoise Jays as a
host species, and it is one of only a few accounts of corvids serving as a host. The significance of the
16
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parasitism event at Bellavista is unclear. Bellavista may be at the upper limit of the Giant Cowbird’s range in
this area, and traditional brood hosts, such as the Russet-backed Oropendola, are uncommon. The authors of
this study posit that the Giant Cowbird may be expanding its range, facilitated by the extensive deforestation
that has occurred on the western slope of the Ecuadorian Andes and necessitating the use of novel host
species. If so, Giant Cowbird parasitism of jays could become more common in the face of continued
deforestation and associated range expansion of the cowbird. Currently, both the Giant Cowbird and its
traditional cacique and oropendola hosts are not known to occur at RLG (J.A. Lyons, pers. comm.).

Turquoise Jay—you can just see the “necklace” extending down from its black mask.
Photo by Dušan Brinkhuizen

While population trends for these two jay species are largely unknown, BirdLife International considers the
Beautiful Jay to be in decline and the Turquoise Jay to be relatively stable. Only one pair of Beautiful Jays
plus an individual are known to occur at RLG, whereas the Turquoise Jay is somewhat more abundant (J.A.
Lyons, pers. comm.). Future studies examining interactions between the two jay species are needed to
understand if Turquoise Jays may be displacing Beautiful Jays in areas where they overlap. Additionally, the
Turquoise Jay may be faring better in areas that have experienced extensive loss of forested habitat, such as
the Chocó Bioregion, due to its ability to colonize disturbed habitats. However, the regeneration of cloud
forest in abandoned pastureland, such as has occurred at RLG through both active and passive restoration
efforts, holds great promise for conservation of rare Chocó endemic species such as the Beautiful Jay. Based
on work by Welford, Beautiful Jays have been observed in former pastureland in northwestern Ecuador as
early as five years after abandonment as these lands transition to secondary forest and develop low, dense tree
cover (thanks to the frugivorous birds that deposit significant numbers of rainforest seeds in the pastures!).
References
BirdLife International. 2021. IUCN Red List for birds. Accessed from http://www.birdlife.org on 12 April,
2021.
Hardy, J.W. 1961. Studies in behavior and phylogeny of certain New World jays. The University of Kansas
Science Bulletin 52:115–145.
Laufenberg, D.A., and C. Woodward. 2010. Parental care and nestling development of the Beautiful Jay
(Cyanolyca pulchra) in northwestern Ecuador. Ornitologia Neotropical 21:611–614.
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Lowther, P.E. 2020. Giant Cowbird (Molothrus oryzivorus), version 1.0 In: Schulenberg, T.S. (ed.). Birds of
the World. Cornell Lab of Ornithology, Ithaca, New York, USA. https://doi.org/10.2173/bow.giacow.01.
Accessed on 12 April 2021.
Solano-Ugalde, A., R. Lima, and H.F. Greeney. 2010. The nest and eggs of the Beautiful Jay (Cyanolyca
pulchra). Ornitología Colombiana 10:61–64.
Welford, M.R. 2000. The importance of early successional habitats to rare, restricted-range, and endangered
birds in the Ecuadorian Andes. Bird Conservation International 10:351–359.
Welford, M., A. Vásquez, P. Sambrano, T. Nunnery, and B. Ulman. 2007. Evidence for Giant Cowbird
Molothrus oryzivorus brood-parasitism of Turquoise Jays Cyanolyca turcosa in north-west Ecuador, and how
this alters our understanding of cowbird brood parasitism. Cotinga 27:58–60.

Be Our Guest
Note and Photos by Andy and Janine Pearce

A

t the end of both 2016 and 2019, we travelled from New Zealand to Ecuador, and we were lucky
enough to stay at Reserva Las Gralarias on both occasions. The ever increasing biodiversity at RLG
is just amazing and is a great testimony to Jane’s efforts and long-term vision. What started as a
visit primarily for birds very quickly ballooned into a fascination with every living thing there.

On both of our visits, we were very fortunate to go out on frog-hunting (the only kind – with a lens!) night
walks with Segundo, who is very enthusiastic and knowledgeable and has super-human hearing and location
skills. We have seen so many species of frog thanks to him, including the Goblin Rainfrog (Pristimantis
sobetes), the Red-spotted Glassfrog (Nymphargus grandisonae), and Pristimantis mutabilis (the astonishing
‘Punk Rocker’ frog), to name but a few. We also saw many fascinating insects and colourful anoles. On our
return from one of the walks, we were treated to a show of long-tongued bats feeding at the hummingbird
feeders and later a Kinkajou raiding the same feeders.

Goblin Rainfrog (Pristimantis sobetes)

Red-spotted Glassfrog (Nymphargus grandisonae)

We love everything about RLG: the wildlife, Jane, the great food, Segundo, and the friendly staff. Hopefully,
the world will open up for travel once more when Covid-19 is under control, and we will be able to return to
the wildlife of RLG and have long and enjoyable chats with Jane again. RLG and Jane occupy a special place
in our hearts.
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Monkey Pot Tree Update
Note and Photos by Jane A. Lyons

F

inally, after four years we have a new monkey pot on our monkey pot tree (Lecythidaceae)! Below are
the new flowers we found on 30 March 2021 in the same tree where we found multiple monkey pots
in 2017. At bottom left is the new pot, still fairly small but ideally will eventually forfeit many new
seeds for us to plant.

The monkey pot tree trunk, entirely moss-free, unlike
its branches and most everything else at RLG

First new pot in four years

Four-year old monkey pot tree
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¡Muchas Gracias!

By Mary Ann Beauchemin, Membership

A special THANK YOU to all of our supporters!
Recognizing donations made since the last issue of The Hum… (November 2020 through mid-April 2021). All
donations made were allocated to a fund to purchase land in the Buy-An Acre campaign unless otherwise
specified.

Philanthropists:
Michelle O’Fried – a donation of 23 hectares of land adjacent to the reserve!

Benefactors:

Contributing Friends:

Roy & Laurie Averill-Murray – with recurring
monthly donations!
Mary Ann Beauchemin & Gary Gray
Ted & Cindy Cordery – with recurring monthly
donations!
William & Jayne Fiero – with recurring monthly
donations!
Mike Gray & Cecilia Riley
Glenn P. Hebert & Marilyn Cooper
Jon & Anne King – with recurring monthly donations!
Jane Poss – to help pay staff salaries at the reserve
Joan Strassmann & David Queller

Francie Bolter
Robin Whitaker Doughty
Thomas Drescher & Andrea Brown
Melissa Easley
Terry &amp; Joanne Gorges
Michael & Jo Ann Hamm
David Harvey – with recurring monthly donations!
Athene Karis
Susan Levy
Sarah Orchard – with recurring monthly donations!
Lori Summa
Terry Robison
Bob Warneke
Heidi Wintersteen

Special Supporters:
Patricia Billings
Nancy & Randy Charbeneau
Ruth Grant & Howard Schwartz
Sandra Harding – for the Buy-An-Acre fund
Paul and Georgean Kyle

Memberships & Supporters:
Fred & Cheryl Ann Dinkelbach
Gary Graham
Richard Lehtinen – with recurring monthly donations!
Anne Meibohm
Catherine Shambaugh

Thanks to all who have contributed photos:
Bill Fiero
Mike Fogden
John Kendall
Andy & Janine Pearce

Volunteers:
Roy and Laurie Averill-Murray (USA) editors of this newsletter, The Hum ...
Francie Bolter (USA) – our fantastic Webmaster & editor of the Chirp
The Las Gralarias Foundation Board of Directors – for all the time they volunteer to do the work of the
foundation.
For information about the Las Gralarias Foundation Facebook page, message Kathy Krynak.
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Join the flock! Become a Las Gralarias Foundation Member!
100% of your membership and donations go to support Las Gralarias Foundation
programs including habitat acquisition, restoration and management, environmental
education, and field research. With the help of our supporters, we have purchased
over 1,300 acres of Andean cloud forest. We have turned pastures into woodland,
provided meaningful employment to local people, sponsored conservation-oriented
field research, provided environmental education supplies and programs to local
schools. We can do even more with your help!
LGF Inc. is a 501©(3) organization

Please visit our website at: www.lasgralariasfoundation.org

Donation Categories
Please indicate the amount of your contribution in the line provided
SPECIFIC PROJECT DESIGNATION: Donations may be directed to a
specific project by circling one of the following:
Habitat Purchase

Field Research

_______ PHILANTHROPISTS:
_______ BENEFACTORS:

Environmental Education

Donors of $5000 or more

Donors of $1000–$4999

_____ SPECIAL SUPPORTERS: Donors of $500–$999

_____ CONTRIBUTING FRIENDS: Donors of $100–$499
_____ BASIC MEMBERSHIP: $25 individual/$50 family/year
_____ TOTAL DONATION
To support the work of the Las
Gralarias Foundation, please
make check out to

This Donation is a special gift (circle one): In Honor of

In Memory of

Name:

‘Las Gralarias Foundation’
and send with information from
this form to:
Las Gralarias Foundation
P.O. Box 372
28475 Lorain Road
North Olmsted, Ohio 44070
Or click to contribute via
PayPal:

Membership information (Please print)
Name(s):
Mailing Address:
Email address:
Todays Date: _____________

You will receive a confirmation
receipt and thank-you via
email. Donations are tax
deductible in the USA!

** If you are an employee of a business that offers matching grants, own a
business and would like to become a corporate sponsor, or would like to
donate stock, please contact Tim Krynak at tkrynak85@gmail.com for
more information.
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The goal of Las Gralarias Foundation Inc. is to raise funds for projects
and programs of Reserva Las Gralarias, located in the parish of Mindo,
Ecuador, including the purchase of adjacent and nearby lands that will
enhance protection for rare and endemic birds, plants and other animals,
as well as to support reserve management, reforestation efforts, biological
research, environmental education projects, scholarships, and appropriate
tourism programs.
LAS GRALARIAS
FOUNDATION INC.

501 (c )(3) organization

www. lasgralariasfoundation.org
Las Gralarias Foundation Inc. Board
President: Tim Krynak, MS (Ohio)*
Vice President: Jane Lyons, Ph.D. (Ecuador)*
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